Clerk of Course

I’m Rhodri Evans aka Roll over Rhodri these days. I’m this years Clerk of Course for Rali Mike
Darowen Bro Ddyfi 2017. I’ve been assistant clerk of course for a few years running, but
decided that I would take the responsibility of being top man for this years rally. I navigate
on both night and stage events so I know what competitors are looking for in a rally. Along
with my team I believe we have put together a cracking route for next years rally that will
definitely not disappoint.

Assistant Clerk of Course & Rally Secretary

My name is Linda Thomas I've been helping organise rallies for many years now but this is
the first time as assistant clerk of course. I enjoy it and it’s also a way for me to put
something back into the sport. You will often find me at rallies, either looking after Tsalta
Motor Sports cars or competing. I’ve navigated and driven on road rallies and been closing
car on Rally Bro Ddyfi before now so i know what makes a good challenging route.

Chief Marshals

I’m Meilyr Evans and I'm one of the chief marshals on the rally.
I have been interested in rallying all of my life as it runs in the family and have been rallying
since the age of 17. Done a few night events both driving and navigating but thought this
year I would try to help organise one instead! I don't know what is hardest - ask me after the
rally!

Hi I’m Telor I’ve been breaking shafts and blowing engines for a few years in the lanes. SO
this year I’ve decided to give the car a break and help organise. My role in the team is chief
marshal alongside Meilyr.

I’m Dylan or as my friends like to call me DNF Dyl. Rali Bro Ddyfi 2014 was my first event as a
competitor and no I didn’t finish. I went on to compete in the Welsh Championship the year
after with Miss G (top nav) as I like to call her. This year I decided to help organise as I
wanted to see how much work is needed to put on an event. I haven’t actually got a role in
the team as I probably wouldn’t finish the job if I had one.

Hi I’m Lewis; this is my second year organising, I’ve been competing as a navigator since Rali
Bro Ddyfi 2014 where I finished and Dylan didn’t. I’m like Dylan I don’t actually have a role in
the team I just do what he does.

Entry Secretary

Hey I’m Annie; I’ve been competing in the lanes as a navigator for two years. As most of
you already know my whole life revolves around rallying and if I’m not competing I’m
marshalling. This year I’m doing something completely different to my normal and am
taking on the role of entry secretary….so yes all you guys thinking of entering will be hearing
from me very soon.

Treasurer

I’m Lowri Evans and I'm the treasurer for the rally and the club.
I have been watching rallies with my brother and father for years and now being married to
Meilyr - my interest has grown even further. Another role of mine in the meetings is
ensuring that there is plenty of coffee and biscuits available to get us through all the
paperwork.

